A binless correlation measure reduces the variability of memory reactivation estimates.
The standard procedure for measuring correlations between pairs of spike trains is to count the numbers of spikes occurring within a specified set of time intervals partitioning the continuous time line into discrete bins of width w (seconds). One then computes the Pearson correlation between pairs of the bin occupancy vectors. This method introduces a form of quantization noise, similar to that in analog-to-digital signal processing devices, due to the arbitrary positioning of bin boundaries relative to pairs of spikes. Small changes in bin width and small uniform shifts in bin boundaries typically produce large variations in the apparent correlation. An alternative method of determining a correlation between pairs of spike trains was recently introduced. Rather than discretize the data in time, the original spike trains are convolved with a Gaussian kernel with parameter sigma chosen to give an effective width matching the bin width omega = square root 12 sigma . Calculating the Pearson correlation of the resulting smooth functions gives an estimate of the correlation between the spike trains matching that given by the bin-based procedure, without introducing the significant variability of the bin-based estimate. Measures of memory reactivation based on the partial correlations between ensembles of pairwise spike train correlations are biased downwards by the quantization noise present in the pairwise correlation estimates. Using a binless method to measure pairwise correlation, we find that the partial correlation (or explained variance) of rat hippocampal maze activity and post-maze sleep, taking into account pre-maze sleep correlations, increases significantly over estimates made with the standard bin-based procedure.